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Aseptolin Cyrus Edson 1896
Carrots for Charlie Rhonda Brazina 2012-07-01 A cheerful, friendly man named Max who
loves to walk on the beach and enjoy the outdoors in his beautiful hometown of Naples,
Florida, visits the local shelter to adopt a dog. The dog, a loveable spaniel named Charlie,
likes to do all of the outdoor activities that Max likes to do. Charlie also likes to listen to Max
sing, which he does nearly all of the time. Max makes up songs about all sorts of things,
including exercise, rules, and his friendship with Charlie. When Max begins teaching singing
lessons and is away from home, Charlie is left alone in front of the television with an
overflowing bowl of treats. Soon the neighbors notice that Charlie is walking slower and
becoming chubby, which leads to a helpful visit to the vet. Both Charlie and Max begin a
routine of exercise and healthy eating. Things are going well with the new plan until Max
makes a discovery under the sofa cushions. Fortunately problems are resolved for the two
best friends as they work toward fitness and good health and discover that carrots are their
favorite healthy treat. This delightful children's story of friendship has an important message
about health, nutrition and caring for children and pets.
The Athenaeum 1857
State Ideology and Language in Tanzania Jan Blommaert 2014-07-16 This book is a
thoroughly revised version of the 1999 edition, which was welcomed at the time as a classic.
It now extends the period of coverage to 2012 and includes an entirely new chapter on
current developments, making this updated edition an essentia
The Little Tin Soldier Hans Christian Andersen 2003
Urban Energy Systems for Low-Carbon Cities Ursula Eicker 2018-11-30 With an increase of
global energy demand arising in urban settlements, the key challenges for the urban energy
transition include analysis of energy efficiency options and the potential of renewable energy
systems within the existing building stock, making cities a key actor in the transition success.
In Urban Energy Systems for Low Carbon Cities, indicators to evaluate urban energy
performance are introduced and the status quo of monitoring and efficiency valuation
schemes are discussed. The book discusses advances on the state-of-the-art of research in a
number of key areas: Energy demand and consumption mapping and monitoring Optimization
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of design and operation of urban supply and distribution systems Integration of renewable
energy and urban energy network models Demand side management strategies to better
match renewable supply and demand and increase flexibilities With innovative modelling
methods this book gives a real bottom-up modelling approach used for the simulation of
energy consumption, energy conversion systems and distribution networks using engineering
methods. Provides support and guidance on the energy transition issues relating to energy
demand, consumption mapping and monitoring Includes examples from case study cities,
including Vienna, Geneva, New York and Stuttgart Analyzes the potential of energy
management strategies in urban areas
A Plea for Spelling Reform W. R. Evans 1877
Narratives of the Mission of George Bogle to Tibet Sir Clements Robert Markham 1879
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of
the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality
reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that
seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Notes of a Russian Sniper Vassili Zaitsev 2016-11-30 'As a sniper, I've killed more than a few
Nazis. I have a passion for observing enemy behaviour. You watch a Nazi officer come out of
a bunker, acting all high and mighty, ordering his soldiers every which way, and putting on
an air of authority. The officer hasn't got the slightest idea that he only has seconds to live.'
Vassili Zaitsev's account of the hell that was Stalingrad is moving and harrowing. This was a
battle to the death - fighting street by street, brick by brick, living like rats in a desperate
struggle to survive. Here, the rules of war were discarded and a psychological war was being
waged. In this environment, the sniper was king - an unseen enemy who frayed the nerves of
brutalised soldiers. Zaitsev volunteered to fight at Stalingrad in 1942. His superiors
recognized quickly his talent, and made him a sniper. He adapted his hunting skills to the
ruins of the city, watching his prey with nerves of steel. In his first 10 days, Zaitsev killed 40
Germans. He achieved at least 225 kills and the tactics he developed are still being studied.
Zaitsev was used a symbol of Russian resistance against the Nazis. His exploits, including a
famous 'duel' with a Nazi sniper, remain the stuff of legend. His account is absorbing to
anyone interested in World War II and seeing how one person could survive in the most
extreme of conditions.
The Lost Secret of Speaking Perfect English Peter F. Bulmer Do you want to learn The
Lost Secret of Speaking Perfect English? The Moving Mouth Dictionary technique provides a
very simple approach to perfecting English speaking and pronunciation. The book takes a
down-to-earth approach for speaking clear English, as it breathes some fresh air into the
stuffy corridors of academic learning. It is geared to help students and business people speak
impressive and naturally clear English, taking much of the guessing out of pronunciation and
spelling. English will become more of a physical activity, rather than a cerebral academic
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subject. The key is in identifying and improving specifi c types of reverse and forward mouth
movements, actions based on using simple vertical mouth movement notations that have
simple associations with key phonetics sounds for specifi c letters. The technique’s forward
and reverse mouth movements combined with a natural English rhythm also helps trigger
and access vocabulary and verbs, while aiding in word retention, fl uency and auto
correcting. The book features a dictionary of over 11,000 words, including some of the most
diffi cult words in the English language, which have been broken down, putting these
notations into “mouthables.” The process draws heavily on early humans’ natural ability to
howl and growl, using their mouths vertically. Hence, the lost connection between our near
ancestors can aid our ability to speak clear English, an ability we have lost and need to
rediscover.
Transnational Organized Crime in East Asia and the Pacific United Nations 2013
Human trafficking and smuggling of migrants: Four of the 12 illicit flows reviewed in this
report involve human beings. The first two concern movement between the countries of the
region, one for general labour and one for sexual exploitation. The third concerns the
smuggling of migrants from the region to the rich countries of the West, and the last focuses
on migrants smuggled through the region from the poor and conflicted countries of South
and Southwest Asia. Drug trafficking: The production and use of opiates has a long history in
the region, but the main opiate problem in the 21st century involves the more refined form of
the drug: heroin. In addition, methamphetamine has been a threat in parts of East Asia for
decades (in the form of yaba tablets), but crystal methamphetamine has recently grown
greatly in popularity. Virtually every country in the region has some crystal
methamphetamine users, and some populations consume at very high levels.Resources:
Resource-related crimes include those related to both extractive industries, such as the
illegal harvesting of wildlife and timber, and other crimes that have a negative impact on the
environment, such as the dumping of e-waste and the trade in ozone-depleting substances. In
all cases, the threat goes beyond borders, jeopardizing the global environmental heritage.
These are therefore crimes of inherent international significance, though they are frequently
dealt with lightly under local legislation.Counterfeit goods: The trade in counterfeit goods is
often perceived as a "soft" form of crime, but can have dangerous consequences for public
health and safety. Fraudulent medicines in particular pose a threat to public health, and their
use can foster the growth of treatment resistant pathogens.
In Search of Lost Time Marcel Proust 2015 "'In Search of Lost Time' is widely recognized as
the major novel of the twentieth century."--Harold Bloom "At once the last great classic of
French epic prose tradition and the towering precursor of the 'nouveau roman'."--Bengt
Holmqvist "Proust so titillates my own desire for expression that I can hardly set out the
sentence. Oh if I could write like that!"--Virginia Woolf "The greatest fiction to date."--W.
Somerset Maugham "Proust is the greatest novelist of the 20th century."--Graham Greene On
the surface a traditional "Bildungsroman" describing the narrator's journey of self-discovery,
this huge and complex book is also a panoramic and richly comic portrait of France in the
author's lifetime, and a profound meditation on the nature of art, love, time, memory and
death. But for most readers it is the characters of the novel who loom the largest: Swann and
Odette, Monsieur de Charlus, Morel, the Duchesse de Guermantes, Françoise, Saint-Loup
and so many others--Giants, as the author calls them, immersed in Time. "In Search of Lost
Time" is a novel in seven volumes. The novel began to take shape in 1909. Proust continued
to work on it until his final illness in the autumn of 1922 forced him to break off. Proust
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established the structure early on, but even after volumes were initially finished he kept
adding new material, and edited one volume after another for publication. The last three of
the seven volumes contain oversights and fragmentary or unpolished passages as they
existed in draft form at the death of the author; the publication of these parts was overseen
by his brother Robert.
Transforming Masculinities Vic Seidler 2006-03-20 Critically exploring the ways in which
men and masculinities are commonly theorized, this multidisciplinary text opens up a
discussion around such relationships, and shows that, as with feminisms, there is a diversity
of theoretical traditions. It draws on a variety of examples, and explores new directions in the
complexities of diverse male identities and emotional lives across different histories, cultures
and traditions. This book: considers the experiences of different generations explores
connections between masculinity and drugs investigates men and masculinities in a post-9/11
world considers new ways of thinking about male violence recognizes the importance of
culture and provides spaces to explore different class, ‘race’ and ethnic masculinities. Written
in a practical, versatile manner by an established author in this field, it points to new
directions in thinking, and makes essential reading for advanced undergraduates,
postgraduates and researchers in the fields of sociology, gender studies, politics, philosophy
and psychology.
The Austronesian Languages of Asia and Madagascar K. Alexander Adelaar 2005-01-01 An
essential source of reference for this linguistic community, as well as for linguists working on
typology and syntax.
The Learner's Russian-English Dictionary Boris Aronovič Lapidus 1963
Black Jacks and Leather Bottels Oliver Baker 2018-03-22 The revolution which the 18th and
19th century witnessed in English domestic life has been so complete, the changes so vast
and so radical, that it is hard to realise how near the past is to us. The wanderer through this
island of ours (so ancient under its veneer of newness) may sometimes encounter in castle,
college, or manor-house, certain strange vessels-huge pitchers and corpulent bottles, of
leather. So venerable are they, and in their material so unlike any now in use, that one is apt
to regard them as belonging of necessity to some foreign land, or to some far distant age.
The Solomon Islands and Their Natives Henry Brougham Guppy 1887
The first Filipino León Ma Guerrero 2007
Swahili-English Dictionary Arthur Cornwallis Madan 1903
The Lesser Key of Solomon Aleister Crowley 2022-01-04 The Lesser Key of Solomon, also
known as Lemegeton Clavicula Salomonis or simply Lemegeton, is an anonymous grimoire on
demonology. It was compiled in the mid-17th century, mostly from materials a couple of
centuries older. It is divided into five books—the Ars Goetia, Ars Theurgia-Goetia, Ars
Paulina, Ars Almadel, and Ars Notoria. This edition was translated by Samuel Liddell
MacGregor Mathers and published by Aleister Crowley under the title The Book of the Goetia
of Solomon the King. Crowley added some additional invocations previously unrelated to the
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original work, as well as essays describing the rituals as psychological exploration instead of
demon summoning.
The Origin of the Cotteswold Club and an Epitome of the Proceedings from Its
Formation to May, 1887 W. C. LUCY 1888
The Illustrated Guide to Holistic Care for Horses 2009
Words & Faces Hiram Collins Haydn 1974
Twelve Years a Slave Solomon Northup 2021-01-01 "Having been born a freeman, and for
more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free State—and having at the end
of that time been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in
the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an
account of my life and fortunes would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
HEALING FROM INFIDELITY Alice Gardner 2021-02-15 ★ 50% OFF for Bookstores ★
AMAZON Best Seller ★ Do You Feel Betrayed? Do You Wonder Why It Has Happened to You?
Do You Want To Recover From Infidelity? It might seem like the end of the world, and indeed
the end of your relationship, but it doesn't have to be that way. "Healing From Infidelity" is a
comprehensive relationship book that will help you Rebuild Trust and Save Your Relationship.
Alice Gardner, a psychologist with over 20 years of experience in couples counseling, leaves
no stone unturned to help you heal your wounds faster and rescue your marriage. By offering
you an in-depth understanding of the psychology of cheating, the motivation behind infidelity,
and the aftermath, you will be able to: ✔️ Understand The Various Types Of Infidelity & The
Role Of Technology ✔️ Learn Why Men Cheat And Why Women Cheat ✔️ Find Out If Infidelity
Can Be Predicted & Prevented That's Not All! If you are reading this, you are probably
looking to heal your emotional wounds. That is precisely why Alice Gardner focuses on the
aftermath. By the end of this self-help book for women and men, you will be able to: ✅ Deal
With Your Emotional Trauma & Understand The Biology Of Heartbreak ✅ Regain Your Lost
Confidence & Relieve Anxiety Or Insecurity ✅ Communicate Better, Rebuild Intimacy &
Prevent It From Happening Again Do You Want To Move On & Find The Right Path To
Recovery? If you still have feelings for your partner, if you want to move past this incident, if
you're going to rebuild your life on new terms... this book on infidelity will help you go
through that challenging process with confidence.
Mix // Hard Back Joshua Lepley & 2017-12-27 An illustrated guide to some of the most classic
cocktails.
The Jewish Encyclopedia Isidore Singer 1916
The History of Hernando de Soto and Florida Barnard Shipp 1881 A historical record of
expeditions to Florida by Hernando de Soto and others from the years 1512-1568.
African Youth Languages Ellen Hurst-Harosh 2018 This book showcases current research
on language in new media, the performing arts and music in Africa, emphasising the role that
youth play in language change and development. The authors demonstrate how the efforts of
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young people to throw off old colonial languages and create new local ones has become a site
of language creativity. Analysing the language of 'new media', including social media, print
media and new media technologies, and of creative arts such as performance poetry, hip-hop
and rap, they use empirical research from such diverse countries as Zimbabwe, Nigeria,
Kenya, the Ivory Coast and South Africa. This original edited collection will appeal to
students and scholars of African sociolinguistics, particularly in the light of the rapidly
changing globalized context in which we live. Ellen Hurst-Harosh is Senior Lecturer in the
Humanities Education Development Unit at the University of Cape Town, South Africa. She
has been an active researcher in the field of urban youth language since 2005, focusing in
particular on the South African phenomenon 'tsotsitaal'. Fridah Kanana Erastus is Senior
Lecturer at the Department of English and Linguistics, Kenyatta University, Kenya. Her
research interests lie in dialectology, language use and multilingualism, language contact,
African urban and youth languages, and English language pedagogy. She has published
widely on these topics. From 2013, she has been a Project Leader for the Commonwealth of
Learning funded Projects on "Open Resources for English Language Teaching (ORELT) in
Kenya and East Africa.
Iran's Foreign and Defense Policies Kenneth Katzman 2019-08-03 Iran's national security
policy is the product of many overlapping and sometimes competing factors such as the
ideology of Iran's Islamic revolution, perception of threats to the regime and to the country,
long-standing national interests, and the interaction of the Iranian regime's factions and
constituencies. Iran's leadership: * Seeks to deter or thwart U.S. or other efforts to invade or
intimidate Iran or to bring about a change of regime. * Has sought to take advantage of
opportunities of regional conflicts to overturn a power structure in the Middle East that it
asserts favors the United States, Israel, Saudi Arabia, and other Sunni Muslim Arab regimes.
* Seeks to enhance its international prestige and restore a sense of "greatness" reminiscent
of ancient Persian empires. * Advances its foreign policy goals, in part by providing material
support to regional allied governments and armed factions. Iranian officials characterize the
support as helping the region's "oppressed" and assert that Saudi Arabia, in particular, is
instigating sectarian tensions and trying to exclude Iran from regional affairs. * Sometimes
disagrees on tactics and strategies. Supreme Leader Ali Khamene'i and key hardline
institutions, such as the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), oppose any compromises
of Iran's national security core goals. Iran's elected president, Hassan Rouhani, and Foreign
Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif have supported Iran's integration into regional and
international diplomacy. * Supports acts of international terrorism, as the "leading" or "most
active" state sponsor of terrorism, according to each annual State Department report on
international terrorism since the early 1990s. The Trump Administration insists that an end
to Iran's malign activities is a requirement of any revised JCPOA and normalization of
relations with the United States. The Trump Administration has articulated a strategy to
counter Iran's "malign activities" based on * Applying "maximum pressure" on Iran's economy
and regime through sanctions. President Trump withdrew the United States from the JCPOA
on May 8, 2018, and reimposed all U.S. sanctions as of November 5, 2018. * Attempting to
diplomatically, politically, and economically isolate Iran. * Training, arming, and providing
counterterrorism assistance to partner governments and some allied substate actors in the
region. * Deploying U.S. forces to deter Iran and interdict its arms shipments to its allies and
proxies, and threatening military action against Iranian actions that pose an immediate threat
to U.S. regional interests or allies.
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Long Island Gold Cherie 2012-05 "Long Island Gold" is the first of two tales that embraces
the Romance and Mystery of Long Island and the Long Island Sound. Marisa Brie and Lee
Ann Brockman, two Accounting Majors on Long Island, decide to take a Senior Course
Project the summer prior to their Senior year. The course enables them to begin their own
business, "Long Island Gold," as a vending table on Port Jefferson Harbor. Although
Accounting Majors, their true dream is to have their own business. Needing to disguise their
true dream, Marisa and Lee Ann enlist their friends, Steven and John, who own a local
photography studio in Port Jefferson; because her parents would prefer their daughter marry
her soon to be Lawyer boyfriend, Aaron, and to become an Accountant for Corporate
America. But, as with life, one fateful starry night on the Long Island Sound, Marisa meets
Nick Stone, whose band is playing on the Ferry Cruise. Seeming to be "A Dreamer who only
Dreams," Nick charms Marisa into revealing her true Dream, which leads her, her friends
and the world, to the true purpose of life.
The Palgrave Handbook of Male Psychology and Mental Health John A. Barry
2019-03-01 This Handbook represents the first concerted effort to understand male mental
health in a way that facilitates a positive step forward in both theory and treatment. An
alarming number of men experience serious mental health issues, as demonstrated by high
rates of suicide and violent offending. Despite these problems, the study of male psychology
has either been overlooked, or viewed as a problem of defective masculinity. This handbook
brings together experts from across the world to discuss men’s mental health, from prenatal
development, through childhood, adolescence, and fatherhood. Men and masculinity are
explored from multiple perspectives including evolutionary, cross-cultural, cognitive,
biological, developmental, and existential viewpoints, with a focus on practical suggestions
and demonstrations of successful clinical work with men. Throughout, chapters question
existing models of understanding and treating men’s mental health and explore new
approaches, theories and interventions. This definitive handbook encapsulates a new wave of
positive theory and practice in the field of male psychology and will be of great value to
professionals, academics, and those working with males through the lifespan in any sector
related to male mental health and wellbeing.
The Book of Solomon's Magick Carroll Runyon 1996-09-01
Meyler's Side Effects of Herbal Medicines Jeffrey K. Aronson 2008-09-23 Meyler's Side
Effects of Herbal Medicines, named to Doody's Core Titles for 2013, is a derivatrive work
based on the acclaimed Meyler’s Side Effect of Drugs, Fifteenth Edition. This book
summarizes the adverse effects of a large range of herbal medicines and the active
ingredients that they contain. It includes extensive lists of the families of plants that are used
as herbal medicines, including the Latin names of genera and species as well as the common
names of individual plants. It features not only herbal medicines but information on important
compounds such as tropane alkaloids, cardiac glycosides, nicotine, and pyrolizidine alkaloids.
The book is divided into three separate sections: Family – Each monograph is organized
under a family of plants (for example, Liliaceae) Genera – The various genera that are
included under the family name are tabulated (for example, the family Liliaceae contains 94
genera) Species – In each monograph, some species are dealt with separately (for example, in
Liliaceae, four species are included under their Latin names and major common names) Each
monograph includes the following information: Alternative common names Active ingredients
Uses – both traditional and modern Adverse effects References Drug names are designated
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by their recommended or proposed International Non-proprietary Names (rINN or pINN);
when those are not available, clinical names or brand names are used. The material is drawn
from the fifteenth edition of the internationally renowned encyclopedia, Meyler’s Side Effects
of Drugs, and the latest volumes in the companion series, Side Effects of Drugs Annuals. This
volume is critical for any health professional or homeopathic practitioner with an interest in
herbal medicines. Named to Doody’s Core Titles 2013, a collection development tool for
health sciences libraries of all sizes, by Doody Enterprises Surpasses the Physician’s Desk
Reference © by including clinical case studies and independent expert analysis Complete
index of drug names Most complete cross referencing of drug-drug interactions available
English as a Local Language Christina Higgins 2009-07-08 When analyzed in multilingual
contexts, English is often treated as an entity that is separable from its linguistic
environment. It is often the case, however, that multilinguals use English in hybrid and
transcultural ways. This book explores how multilingual East Africans make use of English as
a local resource in their everyday practices by examining a range of domains, including
workplace conversation, beauty pageants, hip hop and advertising. Drawing on the
Bakhtinian concept of multivocality, the author uses discourse analysis and ethnographic
approaches to demonstrate the range of linguistic and cultural hybridity found across these
domains, and to consider the constraints on hybridity in each context. By focusing on the
cultural and linguistic bricolage in which English is often found, the book illustrates how
multilinguals respond to the tension between local identification and dominant
conceptualizations of English as a language for global communication.
Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases Peter Mark Roget 1882
Brain Storm Rebecca M. Jordan-Young 2011-01-07 Jordan-Young has written a stunning
book that demolishes most of the science associated with the dominant paradigm of the
development of sex and gender identity, behavior, and orientation. The current paradigm,
brain organization theory, proposes: "Because of early exposure to different sex hormones,
males and females have different brains"; and these hormones also create "gay" and
"straight" brains. Jordan-Young interviewed virtually every major researcher in the field and
reviewed hundreds of published scientific papers. Her conclusion: "Brain organization theory
is little more than an elaboration of longstanding folk tales about antagonistic male and
female essences and how they connect to antagonistic male and female natures." She
explains, in exquisite detail, the flaws in the underlying science, from experimental designs
that make no statistical sense to "conceptually sloppy" definitions of male and female
sexuality, contradictory results, and the social construction of normality. Her conclusion that
the patterns we see are far more complicated than previously believed and due to a wider
range of variables will shake up the research community and alter public perception.
At the Crossroads of Sahelian Conflicts Savannah de Tessières 2018 In addition to an analysis
of the types of armed violence that prevail in Niger, including terrorism, communal conflict,
and armed banditry, this Report examines arms trafficking in the country and the illicit
possession of weapons by civilians, as well as by armed entities and terrorist groups. The
Report also provides an overview of the responses to insecurity in Niger by the national
authorities, their international partners, and non-state actors, and discusses the main impacts
of insecurity on the country. Finally, the Report also includes an Annexe listing all illicit
small-calibre ammunition documented by the Small Arms Survey in Niger in 2016 and 2017,
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the type of armed actors from which it was seized, and information regarding where else in
the Sahel it is also in use, shedding significant light on trends in the illicit movement of
military materiel in the region.
Annales parlementaires de Belgique. Session ordinaire. Parlementaire handelingen
van België. Gewone zittijd Belgium. Parlement. Chambre des représentants 1933
Basalt: Colorado Midland Town Clarence L. Danielson 1971
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